Ms Nipples Undressed

In my novel, Revenge – Between my Lover’s Legs…, I based my character Lvette on
the luscious Ms. Nipples and the images that I have of Lvette in the book are or her.
Following, is a interview that that I did with her. Reading it will give you a deeper
understanding of the character Lvette and I hope you are moved by the pictures of
her that I have In the book.
The Ms. Nipples Interview
Ms Nipples (formally known as MNR) is one of the first people that I called myself a
fan when I began to visit amateur adult sites. She is the epitome of the phrase ‘thick’
having it all breasts, hips, and ass. Although this striking 47 year old is known for her
succulent breasts. I on the other hand lust over her grande round ass. You know how
I do….sit back and relax while I undress MNR.

euftis_emery (12:58:40 PM): good afternoon baby
euftis_emery (12:58:46 PM): i want to thank you for
euftis_emery (12:58:55 PM): taking the time to do this interview
euftis_emery (12:59:05 PM): i have been a LONG time fan of yours
euftis_emery (12:59:12 PM): so lets get to it

euftis_emery (12:59:21 PM): first of all
euftis_emery (12:59:24 PM): where are you from
ms_nipple_rings (12:59:39 PM): Good Afternoon baby!
euftis_emery (1:00:41 PM): so where are you from?
ms_nipple_rings (1:00:44 PM): Thank you for this interview. I
am from NYC and now reside in VA
euftis_emery (1:01:02 PM): and where is that accent from?
ms_nipple_rings (1:01:40 PM): My family is from Barbados
euftis_emery (1:01:59 PM): i think that is why i lust after you so much
euftis_emery (1:02:05 PM): when i was in college at Howard
euftis_emery (1:02:20 PM): the first woman i fell in love with was from there
euftis_emery (1:02:31 PM): she was the more EROTIC creature i ever met
ms_nipple_rings (1:02:58 PM): we are known to be hot...(smile)
euftis_emery (1:03:12 PM): that you are
euftis_emery (1:03:24 PM): your posts scream of a caged passion
euftis_emery (1:03:31 PM): you look like you could eat a man alive
euftis_emery (1:03:38 PM): are you an intense lover?

ms_nipple_rings (1:04:10 PM): My pictures are the world that i
exist in thru my eyes. Eroticism is everything to me and I
represent that thru my pictures
euftis_emery (1:04:29 PM): is that a fact?
ms_nipple_rings (1:04:51 PM): yes and I do consider myself to
be a very intense lover
euftis_emery (1:04:55 PM): tell me a few of your fantasies through those eyes of
yours?
ms_nipple_rings (1:05:43 PM): I can give you visions, not
fantasies.. they have all been lived.

euftis_emery (1:06:07 PM): goodness
ms_nipple_rings (1:06:07 PM): The intensity of making love is
thru layers
euftis_emery (1:06:13 PM): explain
ms_nipple_rings (1:07:12 PM): Its not just about kissing a
person, its about breathing in their breath as you kiss them, Its
about outlining their lips with ur tongue.. Its not about just
touching a person
euftis_emery (1:07:30 PM): Mmmmmmmmmm

ms_nipple_rings (1:07:39 PM): its about understanding thru
touch what makes that person's heart race.. guess its about
taking ur time and knowing that person
ms_nipple_rings (1:07:45 PM): and their passsion and feeding
them slowly
euftis_emery (1:07:54 PM): i like that
euftis_emery (1:07:57 PM): and i agree
ms_nipple_rings (1:08:12 PM): I think that

euftis_emery (1:08:15 PM): more about intimacy
euftis_emery (1:08:19 PM): sex is secondary
ms_nipple_rings (1:08:37 PM): intimacy is depth
ms_nipple_rings (1:08:46 PM): its role playing
ms_nipple_rings (1:09:02 PM): its lit candles, soft music,
bondage (big grin).

euftis_emery (1:09:08 PM): Mmmmmmmmmmmmm
ms_nipple_rings (1:09:16 PM): bondage is trust and trust is
intimate
euftis_emery (1:09:16 PM): how i would love to tie you up
euftis_emery (1:09:20 PM): and have my way
euftis_emery (1:09:22 PM): yes it is
ms_nipple_rings (1:09:26 PM): be careful what u wish for
freshie.. lol.
euftis_emery (1:09:30 PM): LOL
ms_nipple_rings (1:09:41 PM): I think role playing is also
important and erotic
ms_nipple_rings (1:10:11 PM): it's having the ability thru role
playing of being many women to that one man

euftis_emery (1:10:25 PM): i like
euftis_emery (1:10:27 PM): that
euftis_emery (1:10:32 PM): you have no idea how much
euftis_emery (1:10:37 PM): lets get a question
euftis_emery (1:10:45 PM): that many people have about you out of the way

euftis_emery (1:10:59 PM): Why don't you ever show your pussy in your posts?

ms_nipple_rings (1:11:02 PM): roflmao
ms_nipple_rings (1:11:07 PM): I knew that was coming
euftis_emery (1:11:09 PM): LOL
euftis_emery (1:11:30 PM): i know people are curious about it
euftis_emery (1:11:33 PM): so why not?
ms_nipple_rings (1:11:47 PM): well its all comes down to
choices.
euftis_emery (1:11:57 PM): and your choice is?
ms_nipple_rings (1:12:32 PM): I decided when i began taking
my pictures and posting them that I would NOT show kitty shots
because what I present, I consider to be photographic foreplay

euftis_emery (1:12:44 PM): Mmmmmmm
ms_nipple_rings (1:12:45 PM): like when u on a date kissing
and touching and wanting and not getting it all........

euftis_emery (1:12:59 PM): so you are keeping something to yourself
euftis_emery (1:13:05 PM): i understand
ms_nipple_rings (1:13:42 PM): Second reason is its a part of me
that i truly do consider precious and see no reason why i have
to show it. I have frustrated people by not showing it to the
point of being called a man which i thought was especially
funny.
euftis_emery (1:13:57 PM): are you serious?
ms_nipple_rings (1:14:07 PM): Understanding how folks are, is
understanding the game
euftis_emery (1:14:09 PM): how could anyone mistake you for that
ms_nipple_rings (1:14:44 PM): Guess they figured if they insult
or challenge me enough that i would become angry and prove
them wrong to their gain and definitely my loss because then i

would have broken my own rule.
euftis_emery (1:15:05 PM): very true
euftis_emery (1:15:33 PM): so why did you begin to post?
ms_nipple_rings (1:15:33 PM): I have been doing this for four
years and stand on my convictions.. itain’t that serious and no
payday so why should I give all of me?
euftis_emery (1:15:42 PM): LOL
ms_nipple_rings (1:16:27 PM): It was out of a dare. I used to see
a gentleman that was overseas in the army and i would take
pictures for him. He suggested on a dare that i place my pics on
Nude Africa..I did, the response was wonderful and I stayed for
three years.
euftis_emery (1:16:38 PM): i see
ms_nipple_rings (1:16:51 PM): I guess then i realized i was a
exhibitionist.. Lol
euftis_emery (1:17:01 PM): ohh really...LOL
euftis_emery (1:17:06 PM): you never knew before
ms_nipple_rings (1:17:58 PM): not to that degree. It takes so
much courage to post on boards that leave u open to
compliments as well as crude remarks. .naw never knew I
would wind up doing this. Lol
euftis_emery (1:18:08 PM): a question that i have
euftis_emery (1:18:14 PM): looking at your posts
ms_nipple_rings (1:18:14 PM): oh lawwwd.. Lol
euftis_emery (1:18:28 PM): i see a strong relationship between you and N2
euftis_emery (1:18:32 PM): tell me about that

ms_nipple_rings (1:20:07 PM): I met N2UN2ME on NA many
years ago. We both seem to run parallel in our choices to not
do kitty shots. We struck up friendly convo and established a
strong friendship. Dont let nobody tell u good friends can't be
found online. She has developed a style that is a true
definition of eroticism to the 10th power. I got so much love
and respect for her .. Friend for life (smile)
euftis_emery (1:20:25 PM): that's sweet
ms_nipple_rings (1:20:29 PM): That ‘s real.
euftis_emery (1:20:42 PM): now you have commented a time or two on some of my
posts

euftis_emery (1:20:48 PM): i's nasty baby
ms_nipple_rings (1:20:54 PM): lol
euftis_emery (1:20:57 PM): you like daddies nasty shit?
ms_nipple_rings (1:22:41 PM): I like and respect what you do
because you do you. I remember when I first saw ur post and
vids on Assfinders I had to admit to myself that you was
definitely a man of ur own likings and choices and that to me
is strength. To be able to follow what makes u feel good, not so
much as to try to please everybody thru what u think makes

them feel good.
euftis_emery (1:22:59 PM): hmmm
euftis_emery (1:23:05 PM): now explain that....
euftis_emery (1:23:09 PM): how did you see
euftis_emery (1:23:15 PM): i didn't care about others
euftis_emery (1:23:23 PM): and just did as i do?
ms_nipple_rings (1:23:33 PM): Well sometimes people do videos
and shoot pics specific to visual trends.
ms_nipple_rings (1:24:03 PM): If the trend is threesomes folks
run out to shoot with a third party
ms_nipple_rings (1:24:21 PM): If the trend is Anal, then asses go
up in the air for responses.
euftis_emery (1:24:32 PM): LOL
euftis_emery (1:24:40 PM): you are so perceptive
ms_nipple_rings (1:24:50 PM): I have always viewed what u do
as enjoyment for you. Like u are allowing us a peek into ur true
world
euftis_emery (1:24:52 PM): nothing like a fine woman with brains
ms_nipple_rings (1:24:59 PM): (blushing) stop it.
ms_nipple_rings (1:25:00 PM): lol
euftis_emery (1:25:01 PM): exactly
euftis_emery (1:25:04 PM): no act
ms_nipple_rings (1:25:12 PM): People do what they think folks
wanna see
euftis_emery (1:25:13 PM): just a facet of one of my days
ms_nipple_rings (1:25:37 PM): well then to me its not fun
because its so orchestrated

euftis_emery (1:25:41 PM): nasty question time......
euftis_emery (1:25:44 PM): you ready?
ms_nipple_rings (1:25:50 PM): gezzz
ms_nipple_rings (1:25:54 PM): ok baby
ms_nipple_rings (1:25:55 PM): lol
ms_nipple_rings (1:26:22 PM): be gentle with me . Lol
euftis_emery (1:26:25 PM): so lets say we had a nice time strokin, pokin and grindin
euftis_emery (1:26:29 PM): i pull it out
euftis_emery (1:26:40 PM): and cum all over that body of yours

euftis_emery (1:26:44 PM): do you
euftis_emery (1:27:02 PM): a) become shocked and appalled and tell me how dare i
do that
euftis_emery (1:27:15 PM): b) cum all over yourself as i cum all over you
euftis_emery (1:27:30 PM): c) say nothing and nonchantly ask for a towel
euftis_emery (1:27:47 PM): d) just let it dry on your body til you take a shower the
next day
ms_nipple_rings (1:27:57 PM): roflmao
ms_nipple_rings (1:28:01 PM): ok
ms_nipple_rings (1:28:23 PM): Unless you were my exclusive
lover with 100% trust
euftis_emery (1:28:24 PM): i know I’m bad

ms_nipple_rings (1:28:24 PM): I would
ms_nipple_rings (1:28:58 PM): a) sit and watch u take OFF the
condom inorder to maybe "wet my breast" (smile)
euftis_emery (1:29:07 PM):
Mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
ms_nipple_rings (1:29:23 PM): I think that when folks are
exclusive to one another anything shared is precious
ms_nipple_rings (1:30:01 PM): if its ur cum and we are
exclusive then its mine too and idont mind all over my body
(except my damn face) roflmao
euftis_emery (1:30:15 PM): now that's what i am fuckintalkin bout
euftis_emery (1:30:18 PM): gimme some
euftis_emery (1:30:23 PM): im just playin
euftis_emery (1:30:25 PM): unless
ms_nipple_rings (1:30:30 PM): "slap!"
euftis_emery (1:30:31 PM): you wannagimme some
euftis_emery (1:30:32 PM): LOL
ms_nipple_rings (1:30:32 PM): lol
ms_nipple_rings (1:30:54 PM): U are truly a sweetheart just
"nassy"
euftis_emery (1:31:00 PM): very much so
ms_nipple_rings (1:31:07 PM): thats what im talking about
ms_nipple_rings (1:31:14 PM): being true to what makes YOU
happy
euftis_emery (1:31:14 PM): an iwanna be nassyalllllll over ya
euftis_emery (1:31:25 PM): what was your first sexual experience

ms_nipple_rings (1:32:19 PM): My first experience was when I
was 16 and I stayed with that person for three years. I have
taken many long sexual journy's with very few (smile)
euftis_emery (1:34:17 PM): so what happened and what did you think with that
euftis_emery (1:34:28 PM): first experience
ms_nipple_rings (1:34:48 PM): i thought it was the most
incredible experience in the world.. looking back now it was
stale
ms_nipple_rings (1:34:49 PM): lol
euftis_emery (1:34:54 PM): LOL
euftis_emery (1:34:59 PM): how was it stale?
ms_nipple_rings (1:35:34 PM): Well when u have nothing to
"benchmark" it against its the bomb but as u move on in life
and go deep into many worlds u see it was just a tired fuck
ms_nipple_rings (1:35:34 PM): lol
ms_nipple_rings (1:35:43 PM): two babies trying to play in a
grown world
euftis_emery (1:35:45 PM): LOL
euftis_emery (1:35:54 PM): so when was your first BOMB ass fuck
euftis_emery (1:35:58 PM): tell daddy bout it
ms_nipple_rings (1:37:11 PM): When I turned 18 I met a person
that was much more experienced than i and older. Kinda
turned me out..lol. We remained friends for many years.
euftis_emery (1:37:20 PM): 'kinda'
euftis_emery (1:37:22 PM): LOL
ms_nipple_rings (1:37:52 PM): yeah kinda.. seekinda is not all
the way cause I had to have the passion in me from the start,
he just brought it out

euftis_emery (1:38:06 PM): daamn
euftis_emery (1:38:10 PM): i bet he did
ms_nipple_rings (1:38:17
ms_nipple_rings (1:38:23
ms_nipple_rings (1:38:34
things are not "normal"
ms_nipple_rings (1:38:44
guilt

PM): I think we all have passion
PM): some times we fear it
PM): society teaches us that some
PM): our upbringing blocks it with

euftis_emery (1:38:55 PM): true
ms_nipple_rings (1:38:56 PM): so we bury out passion and never
truly experience it
ms_nipple_rings (1:39:04 PM): instead we fantasize about it
euftis_emery (1:39:18 PM): i hate repression
euftis_emery (1:39:20 PM): so i live it
euftis_emery (1:39:25 PM): with no regrets
ms_nipple_rings (1:39:30 PM): Yes because u are a free spirit
ms_nipple_rings (1:39:34 PM): some folks cant get to that level
euftis_emery (1:39:46 PM): do you consider yourself one?
ms_nipple_rings (1:39:55 PM): Yes i do
ms_nipple_rings (1:40:13 PM): i am a free spirit with balance in
my life
ms_nipple_rings (1:40:30 PM): sometimes u have to shut off one
thing inorder to handle another so it has to be disciplined

euftis_emery (1:40:37 PM): very true
euftis_emery (1:40:40 PM): i would say that you are one of the key people who put
NA on the map....so why did you leave?
ms_nipple_rings (1:41:17 PM): Well I am known on NA but dont
look at myself as one of the key people. I will always love NA
because that is my beginnings.
ms_nipple_rings (1:41:37 PM): It has been said that every house
needs a new coat of paint.
ms_nipple_rings (1:42:08 PM): I grew tired of posting waiting
for haters and the ole "show ya pussy" responses
euftis_emery (1:42:47 PM): you have haters? you are one of the most popular
females posting...who is haten on you and why
ms_nipple_rings (1:42:52 PM): we are all adults or at least we should be and I was
starting to find those kinds of remarks juvenile
ms_nipple_rings (1:44:27 PM): Well the posting world is a
competitive one regardless of what folks say. the position of a
exhibitionist is to feed the voyuer. and sometimes folks jocky for
position in nasty ways. I have had females re-register under
other names to come bash my post. I am sometimes very
vulerable to that because I dont show the coochie and yet they
do show me love and respect.
ms_nipple_rings (1:44:35 PM): Sometimes I guess people make
that their real world.
euftis_emery (1:44:50 PM): that's to bad
ms_nipple_rings (1:44:57 PM): Thats the nature of the beast.
euftis_emery (1:45:09 PM): it's not like we are gettin paid here
ms_nipple_rings (1:45:33 PM): Well for some people responses are
their payday because they are fulfilled

euftis_emery (1:45:37 PM): do you know which of your posts is my favorite?
ms_nipple_rings (1:45:43 PM): which one
euftis_emery (1:45:48 PM): i have two
euftis_emery (1:46:08 PM): one where you have baby oil
drippin all over that chocolate skin

euftis_emery (1:46:25 PM): the other you are wearing a pair of white panties and a
tee shirt

euftis_emery (1:46:29 PM): loungin on the bed
euftis_emery (1:46:34 PM): i LOVE that post
euftis_emery (1:46:40 PM): cause fine women
euftis_emery (1:46:43 PM): look good
euftis_emery (1:46:48 PM): no matter what they got on
euftis_emery (1:46:58 PM): and i imagined coming home

euftis_emery (1:47:06 PM): and just laying on the bed with ya
euftis_emery (1:47:11 PM): caressing your body
ms_nipple_rings (1:47:11 PM): When i take my pictures I do feel
what i am doing.. Its a true rush for me ... When i took the ones
in the panties I wanted to give the flow of real life.
ms_nipple_rings (1:47:14 PM): exactly
euftis_emery (1:47:16 PM): and talkin about your day
ms_nipple_rings (1:48:08 PM): amateur photography is my love
because its making people feel u are the woman next door, or
the one on the bus, or the one that comes home from work,
takes a shower and puts on panties and a t-shirt to cool out in
ms_nipple_rings (1:48:18 PM): thats the beauty of it. It looks
and feels real.
euftis_emery (1:48:25 PM): exactly
ms_nipple_rings (1:48:33 PM): I love polished pics, dont get me
wrong but for me the amateur look is powerful.
euftis_emery (1:48:40 PM): its real
euftis_emery (1:48:43 PM): its live
euftis_emery (1:48:44 PM): life
ms_nipple_rings (1:48:48 PM): exactly
ms_nipple_rings (1:49:03 PM): shit i know i don’t wear thongs
everyday of my life so i post in panties cause i wear them too
ms_nipple_rings (1:49:05 PM): lol
euftis_emery (1:49:09 PM): LOL
ms_nipple_rings (1:49:35 PM): its about integrating real-time
and pics visually
euftis_emery (1:49:43 PM): exactly

euftis_emery (1:49:46 PM): well thank you for your time baby
euftis_emery (1:49:52 PM): give daddy a kiss on the head
ms_nipple_rings (1:49:57 PM): muuuah!
ms_nipple_rings (1:50:08 PM): Its been so "moist" talking to
shugga!
See more images of her in my novel, Revenge Between my
Lover’s Legs…

Get the uncensored version now at www.euftis.com.
Click here to purchase the eBook.
Censored versions can be purchased at Amazon, Barnes and
Nobles and Google Play.

